**Spiral Drop Stud Tutorial**

**NEED**
- Earring backs
- 12" 20g wire
- 10" 24g wire
- Chain nose pliers
- Round nose pliers
- Flush cutters

1. Flush cut wire into two 6" pieces.
2. On each 6" wire piece, make bend at 1" to create post.
3. Then, using chain nose plier, make loop perpendicular to post. Repeat on wire 2.
4. Using chain nose plier, coil loop up so post stays in center of coil. Repeat on wire 2.
5. Straighten out post by hand or w/ a wire straightener.
6. Create loop at end of each coil.
7. Cut 5" per drop of 24g wire. Place drop in middle of wire, bend each side up, and pinch together.
8. Using round nose pliers, bend both pieces together at a right angle, then wrap wire into a loop.
9. With chain nose pliers, wrap two pieces of wire around base of loop and top of drop bead.
10. Add jump ring to each drop loop.
11. Connect jump rings to coil studs and voila!
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